
INTERNATIONAL GUIDE and SCOUT CAMP BUCHER BERG 
- Price information

 No International Camp (IC) in 2024

1 night at the camp per person
(Children under 3 pay nothing) 8,75 €

dayticket for guests without overnight stay 5,00 €

The price includes the following: Usage of the campsite, the barbecue pavillon, the shelters, the sanitary facilities (hot/cold/waste water), the seperate fridges for food 
(limited space), soccer goals, ping pong tables, volleyball net, balls, charcoal grill,

wood for tent poles (must not be cut/burned),
waste disposal

Large kitchen (main building)/day 110,00 €
Small kitchen (main building)/day 60,00 €
Program room (main building)/day 70,00 €
Program room (outbuilding)/day 60,00 €
Program room - kiosk (outbuilding)/day 35,00 €
Bedroom for 2 people (main building) (1 bunkbed)/night 22,00 €
Bedroom for 4 people (main building) (2 bunkbeds)/night 45,00 €
Post cleaning flat rate – small/large kitchen at cost - at least 150,00 €

bottled gas/kg*** 4,00 €
fire wood/cubic metre** 90,00 €
electricity near your tent/day and plug connection 7,50 €/13,00 €

Tent  5m*6m*or 6m*8m per day 30,00 €
weekend or 3 days 85,00 €

  from 4th and for each further day 25,00 €
Large tent 12m*6m per day 55,00 €

weekend or 3 days 160,00 €
from 4th and for each further day 45,00 €

Wooden floor 85,00 €

Set of table + 2 benches/day 2,00 €
canadian canoe incl. Life jacket per day 30,00 €
Trailer per day (free of charge when hiring at least 4 canadian) 30,00 €

from 90th to 30th day before the set date of arrival: 20% of the complete camp fee
from 29th to 7th day days before the set date of arrival: 50% of the complete camp fee
from 6th to the last day before the set date of arrival: 80% of the complete camp fee
if you don't come on the given date 100% of the complete camp fee

from 180th to 90th day before the set date of arrival: 20% of the complete camp fee
from 89th to 30th day before the set date of arrival: 50% of the complete camp fee
from 29th to the last day before the set date of arrival: 80% of the complete camp fee
if you don't come on the given date 100% of the complete camp fee

In this case we charge at least 80% of the initially notified number of guests and overnight-stays

** The price for firewood is based on the purchase price and may vary if necessary.
*** The price for bottled gas and the shuttle fee will be adjusted in the current year if necessary.

Other changes remain reserved.
 further information: https://www.bucher-berg.de/

as of: December 2023

Fees for cancellation - groups less than 100 people: 

Power supply

Tent rental (the guests put up and take down the tents themselfes - instruction by the camp manager)

Others

2024
Overnight stay

Usage of rooms

Booking/reservation

50% of the total accommodation fees must be transferred 30 days prior to arrival.
The remaining 50% plus any rooms/equipment/activities used will be invoiced on the day of departure.

Supplements

Payment

Guenter Auer
Langenthonhausen 60

92363 Breitenbrunn/Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)9495/1300

Fax: +49 (0)9495/9030233
mobile: +49 (0)176 62596991

Fees for cancellation - groups 100 and more people: 

VCP Bayern
P.O. Box 45 0131

90212 Nuremberg/Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)911 4304-264
Fax: +49 (0)911 430-234

E-Mail: info@bucher-berg.de

Site management

The day, the office receives the cancellation, is decisive for the calculation of the cancellation fee. 
Cancellation of other services depend on the conditions of the external companies.

Fees for lower occupancy rates (fewer guests or later arrival/earlier departure than written in the booking contract)
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